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IMPORTANT INFO
If your child is
returning to The Grove
next year, make sure
you fill out the form I
sent out via
Brightwheel.
If your child is going to
Kinder next year,
please attend
Kindergarten night on
April 13th.
Next years placement
information and
packets will be sent
out via email and
brightwheel. NOT USPS.
Please be on the look
out in May
Reenrollment on
Infinite Campus will be
live May 1st. I will send
out a reminder that
you will need to
complete this for next
year.

REMINDERS
Even with the
nicer weather
popping up
here and there,
please make
sure your child
has a coat and
appropriate
clothing/shoes.
We will try to be
outside as
much as
possible. 

IMPORTANT
DATES:

April 20th:
Early Advisor
Council Meeting
at South Grove at
8am

April 12th:
A day in the life of
your preschooler!
3:30-5:30pm



S E E D L I N G S   
Can you believe it's April already?! Holy

smokes! This year is sure flying by!
March we found ourselves wrapped up in
rainbows and shamrocks, waiting for the

nice weather to arrive! 
Ms. Crystal, Ms. Sarah, and I have all been
seeing major growth in all of the kiddos!
The leaps and bounds they are making

have been phenomenal! It's so astonishing
to watch each of your kiddos come in every

day and master a new skill! We are all so
proud of your kiddos. Parents, you are

doing an amazing job!



A S P E N
 Goodbye March, Hello April!!!

These last few months are flying
by. With Spring in the air, we are

going to enjoy some nicer
weather hopefully the next

couple weeks. These next few
weeks, we are going to be

learning about Fairy tales and
making our own story in class.
We will be writing down some
ideas and making pictures for
our story. The kids are going to
be excited to read the story to

their family. 
 



The Ponderosa room is refreshed and ready to go again after a nice relaxing Spring
Break. In the month of March, the students learned about the letters Qq, Rr, Ss and
Tt. 
The class participated in many projects that related to the letter sounds of those
letters. The books that we read together and created art projects from were,
Imogene’s Antler’s, Jack and the Bean Stalk, Where the Wild Things Are, and currently
reading The Very Hungry Caterpillar. There are activities that go along with each
book and question and answer time. This helps the student to retain the story that
was read to them.
Mini Blessings Horse Farm has begun to return to our Preschool since the
temperatures are starting to warm up a bit.
The students were shown the parts of a plant and the life of a seed. The classroom 
has planted flowers and vegetables in containers. They are starting to sprout and we
are hopeful the plants will continue to grow big.
The Ponderosa room is still waiting for nice weather so that we can wander outside
of our playground. Looking forward to April’s warmer weather and more time spent
outside.

 

P O N D E R O S A



   W I L L O W
 We hope everyone had an amazing break and have had a great first week

back. During the month of March, we enjoyed exploring more about
fairytales, building, and what fun it can be to put a large bucket on our heads!
We are learning more and more letters as the year goes on. The kids always

amaze me with how much they know. Hopefully, the weather will start to
warm up and we will be able to star going on wanderings again. When we are

able to start wandering, we will post on the board outside the classroom
where we are going. 

 

Until then, make sure your kids are
prepared for any weather, because we

never know what the weather will
bring. We hope to get more adventure
time as we move through April and into

May. We always look forward to
watching your kids grow and learn and,
as always, thank you for sharing them

with us.
 



M A P L E
The year has flown by so quickly and after

Spring Break it seems to move even faster –
only a few more months left. Wow, how did that

happen?
The children had shown an interest in pirates

so we read various pirate books during the
month. Children were, also, able to make pirate

hats and eye patches. We had a pirate ship
structure with pirates for children to interact

with as well. 
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S P R U C E
Spruce room news…… We have blasted through to April. 

 Launched our rockets!!!!
Spruce room found a new interest…. We are going on a Bug
Hunt, we are going to catch a BIG one, what an amazing find

we shall see…We will be going outside and exploring the
outdoors more (depending on weather) and investigating

our world around us.
Spruce room will be bringing a classroom outside starting

with a new messy table. We will be exploring the painting of
rocks and maybe even start a rock garden.

Spruce room will also continue to work on getting our
kindergarteners ready for their new adventure!!!


